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Abstract— In today’s fast growing world where there are 

various methods of spraying the fuel into the combustion 

chamber. As a perspective fuel injector is quiet an important 

component which needs more detailed study. We had 

reviewed some experiments held by the inventors on how 

fuel injector works and how it can be more efficient, by 

doing experiments on different parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s modern world where everyone is trying search 

and develop the alternative of ic engine’s like electric 

vehicles, hybrid vehicles, Though there is something left in 

ic engine to be more Efficient in terms of emission, 

performance, fuel economy and also financial. To improve 

efficiency of  ic engine is by improvising the fuel injector’s 

various parameters like., varying pressure, change in nozzle 

geometry, spray penetration, spray angle, plume angle, L/D 

ratio of nozzle geometry. The spray angle varies with 

injection pressure than normalized velocity is varies because 

of spray dispersion effect and with varying injection 

pressure exit velocity is varies. By the controlling ambient 

pressure different ambient densities are achieved. So, 

ambient pressure is increased with increasing ambient 

density. So, exit velocity decreases at the higher ambient 

density because of lower pressure difference across nozzle. 

II. METHODS AND EFFECTS 

This study was carried out on the influence of flash-boiling 

on spray-targeting and fuel film formation. The variety of 

fuels used in GDI engines. This affects the combustion 

process because the spray formation and the mixture 

preparation is influenced by the fuel properties. The 

reduction of the saturation temperature is promoting the so-

called flash-boiling effect, when the bulk liquid or a 

component of the fuel mixture becomes superheated during 

the injection into the low-pressure combustion chamber. 

This study reveals the enormous influence of flash-boiling 

on the spray/wall interaction and the consequent deposition 

of fuel wall films. This is of major importance because the 

formation of wall films must be avoided, since they are the 

main route to soot particle emissions.[1] 

The present study focuses on the influence of the 

initial fuel temperature on wall films using high-speed 

imaging of the spray and infrared thermography of the wall. 

The experimental set-up shown in Fig. was applied to 

simulate the injection process of a centrally positioned 

injector under the conditions representing those of 

homogenously charged gasoline engines. Here, the piston 

was substituted by a thin, heated plate, which allows the 

detection of the local temperature changes on the surface. 

For this, an IR8800 infrared camera (Infratec) was 

positioned underneath the heated plate.[1] 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic experimental set-up [1] 

This study was investigated on High-speed non-

intrusive measurements of fuel velocity fields at high 

pressure injectors. Using a single high-speed camera and a 

frequency modulated laser, a novel approach is presented for 

fast velocity field measurements in unsteady spray flows. 

The velocity range is from zero up to several 100 m/s, which 

requires a high measurement rate and a large dynamic. 

Typically, flow measurements require to seed tracer 

particles to the fluid.. The light scattered at the phase 

boundaries of the fluid droplets is evaluated. In order to 

validate the high-speed measurement system, a detailed 

uncertainty analysis is performed by means of 

measurements as well as simulations. Thereby, variations of 

the scattered light intensity, which are based on the high 

temporal velocity gradients, are found to be the main 

contribution to the uncertainty. The eventually measurement 

results, obtained at a measurement rate of 500 kHz, exhibit 

spray velocities ranging from 0 m/s up to 400 m/s in less 

than 1 ms, and the detection of unsteady and irregular flow 

phenomena with a characteristic time of several μs is 

achieved.[2] 

This study was investigated on the new-generation 

of solenoid injectors equipped with pressure-balanced pilot 

valves for energy saving and dynamic response 

improvement. The main innovation of these high-pressure 

injectors is the replacement of the standard pilot-valve 

configuration with a pressure-balanced layout. The new 

setup is aimed at reducing clearance leakages and at 

improving the dynamic response of the needle to the 

electrical command.. A comparison has been made with 

static leakages measured for hydraulically-controlled servo 

piezoelectric injectors. Finally, a simple and accurate 

thermodynamic flow model has been developed to predict 

static leakages in indirect-acting solenoid and piezoelectric 

injectors. [3] 
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This study was investigated on a comprehensive 

study on the factors affecting near-nozzle spray dynamics of 

multi-hole GDI injectors. To improve the engine thermal 

efficiency with reduced emissions, this studies have been 

carried out to investigate the factors affecting the fuel spray 

characteristics such as nozzle geometry, fuel property, and 

injection and ambient conditions. In this study, the effects of 

critical injection parameters such as injection pressure, 

ambient density, fuel, nozzle hole diameter and length on 

the near-nozzle spray dynamics of multi-hole gasoline-

direct-injection injectors were investigated using X-ray 

phase-contrast imaging and visible light imaging. Then, the 

scaling potential of the near nozzle spray dynamic structure 

under various injection parameters was surveyed based on 

the gas jet theory. The results showed that the density ratio 

of the fuel and surrounding gas and spray angle are the 

governing factors of the near-nozzle spray dynamic 

structure. By this method, the near-nozzle spray dynamic 

structure under various injection parameters can be scaled 

with near 90% correlation performance.[4] 

This study was carried out on Spray flow structure 

from twin-hole diesel injector nozzles. Two techniques were 

used to study non-evaporating diesel sprays from common 

rail injectors which were equipped with twin-hole and 

single-hole nozzles. To characterise the sprays, high speed 

optical imaging and X-ray radiography were used. The 

optical imaging made use of high temporal, high spatial 

resolution spray recordings on a digital camera from which 

peripheral parameters in the initial injection phase were 

investigated based on edge detection. The X-ray 

radiography was used to explore quantitative mass 

distributions, which were measured on a point-wise basis at 

roughly similar sampling rate. Three twin-hole nozzles of 

different subtended angles and a single-hole nozzle were 

investigated at injection pressure of 1000 bar in 

environments of 20 bar back pressure. Evidence of strong 

cavitation was found for all nozzles examined with their CD 

ranging from 0.62 to 0.69.[5] 

This study was investigated on Development of 

fuel metering techniques for spark ignition engines. Fuel-

metering approaches, from the least to the most modern, 

include carburettor, throttle body injection (TBI), manifold 

port injection (MPI or sometime called PFI, port fuel 

injection), and gasoline direct injection (GDI). Based on the 

mixture formation process, GDI engines can be categorized 

into air-guided, wall-guided, and spray-guided methods 

while based on the ignition modes they can be homogeneous 

spark ignition - (HCI), stratified spark ignition (SPI) and 

homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines. 

The experimental data confirms the power and efficiency 

advantages of liquid phase injection over gaseous phase 

injection. Analysis shows the charge state at the end of 

compression is the major contributor to the performance 

difference. [6] 

This study was investigated on Diesel nozzle 

geometries on spray characteristics with a spray model 

coupled with nozzle cavitating flow. Fuel spray 

characteristics is affect the combustion and emission 

processes in diesel engines. High-pressure common-rail 

system can supply so high injection pressure for getting the 

better spray characteristics to enhance combustion 

efficiency and reduce emission. With the fuel injection 

pressure increasing, spray process becomes more complex. 

Under the super high injection pressure, the internal 

turbulent flow and cavitating flow of the nozzle will greatly 

influence the subsequent fuel atomization process and spray 

characteristics, especially the cavitation has been the key to 

relating internal flow of nozzle and atomization behavior.[7] 

This study was investigated on Effects of ethanol 

addition on performance and emissions of a turbocharged 

indirect injection Diesel engine running at different injection 

pressures. Ethanol is an alternative renewable fuel produced 

from different agricultural products. The ethanol–Diesel 

emulsion technique is one of the techniques to use ethanol in 

Diesel engines. The most important advantage of this 

technique is to be able to use ethanol without any 

modification in Diesel engines. In this study, the effects of 

ethanol addition (10% and 15% in volume) to Diesel No. 2 

on the performance and emissions of a four stroke cycle, 

four cylinder turbocharged indirect injection Diesel engine 

having different fuel injection pressures (150, 200 and 250 

bar) at full load were investigated. 1% is propanol was 

added to the mixtures to satisfy homogeneity and prevent 

phase separation. Experimental results showed that the 

ethanol addition reduces CO, soot and SO2 emissions, 

although it caused an increase in NOx emission and 

approximately 12.5% (for 10% ethanol addition) and 20% 

(for 15% ethanol addition) power reductions.[8] 

This study was investigated on Effect of fuel 

injection timing and pressure on combustion, emissions and 

performance characteristics of a single cylinder diesel 

engine.  For a diesel engine, fuel injection pressure (FIP) 

and injection timings are very important parameters, which 

influence the engine performance, emissions, and 

combustion. Other injection parameters affecting engine 

performance are rate of injection, injection pattern, number 

of injections etc. A single cylinder research engine was used 

to experimentally determine the effects of fuel injection 

strategies and injection timings on engine combustion, 

performance and emission characteristics. The experiments 

were conducted at constant speed (2500 rpm) with two FIPs 

(500 and 1000 bars respectively) and different start of 

injection (SOI) timings. Brake thermal efficiency (BTE) 

increased with increased injection pressures while exhaust 

gas temperature and brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) 

increased upto 500 bars. Carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

hydrocarbon (HC) emissions decreased however nitrogen 

oxide (NOx) emissions increased with increasing FIP.[9] 

This study was investigated on Effect of nozzle 

orifice geometry on spray, combustion, and emission 

characteristics under diesel engine conditions.  Diesel 

engine performance and emissions are strongly coupled with 

fuel atomization and spray processes, which in turn are 

strongly influenced by injector flow dynamics.  In this 

study, a recently developed primary breakup model (KH-

ACT), which accounts for the effects of cavitation and 

turbulence generated inside the injector nozzle is 

incorporated into a CFD software CONVERGE for 

comprehensive engine simulations. The effects of orifice 

geometry on inner nozzle flow, spray, 

and combustion processes are examined by coupling the 

injector flow and spray simulations. Results shows that 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016236110005880
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conicity and hydrogrinding reduce cavitation and turbulence 

inside the nozzle orifice, which slows down primary 

breakup, increasing spray penetration, and reducing 

dispersion.[10] 

A study was carried out on the influence of 

cavitation on the internal flow and the macroscopic 

behaviour of the spray in Diesel injection nozzles. For this 

study, two bi-orifice nozzles were used, one cylindrical, and 

the other convergent (conical). From the point of view of 

cavitation, the two nozzles are very different, as the first 

nozzle is much more inclined to cavitate, whereas the 

second nozzle inhibits the cavitation phenomenon. By 

identifying the critical cavitation conditions, it is possible to 

complete a study of the macroscopic parameters of the 

spray, with cavitating and non-cavitating conditions, and 

therefore a study can be carried out examining the influence 

of cavitation on the macroscopic spray behavior. From the 

spray macroscopic behaviour, the main conclusion of the 

paper is that cavitation leads to an increment of the spray 

cone angle.[11] 

The objective of this paper is to summarize 

experimental results which were previously reported by the 

authors and to derive many useful empirical equations 

concerning the diesel fuel sprays. The empirical equations 

for break-up length, spray angle, spray tip penetration and 

drop size distribution of the diesel sprays are introduced to 

discuss the internal structure of the spray. According to the 

effect of injection pressure and ambient pressure on the 

break-up length and drop size of the diesel spray, the spray 

structure can be divided into two categories; incomplete and 

complete sprays. The equations which express the break-up 

length and mean diameter of the incomplete and complete 

sprays were obtained using different techniques according 

for the dominance of one or more break-up mechanisms.[12] 

III. CONCLUSION 

By the study of literature above mentioned we can conclude 

that: The larger spray angle leads to higher velocity decrease 

rate along the spray center with the decrease in nozzle hole 

length. An increase in hole diameter increased the spray 

angle. As the ambient density increased, the exit velocity 

decreased due to the decreased pressure difference across 

the nozzle. The velocity decrease rate along the spray center 

increased at the higher ambient density due to increased air 

drag force. 
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